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Interpretive Resource

Australian modernist Dorrit Black
(1891–1951) was a painter and printmaker
who completed her formal studies at the
South Australian School of Arts and Crafts
around 1914 and like many of her peers,
travelled to Europe in 1927 to study the
contemporary art scene. During her two
years away her painting style matured as
she absorbed ideas of the French cubist
painters André Lhote and Albert Gleizes.
Black returned to Australia as a passionate
supporter of Cubism and made significant
contribution to the art community by
teaching, promoting and practising
modernism, initially in Sydney, and then in
Adelaide in the 1940s.

The Bridge, 1930 was Australia’s first
cubist landscape, and demonstrated a
new approach to the painting of Sydney
Harbour. As the eye moves across the
picture plane, Black cleverly combines
the passage of time in a single painting.
The delicately fragmented composition
and sensitive colour reveals her French
cubist teachings including Lhote’s dynamic
compositional methods and Gleizes’s vivid
colour palette. Having previously learnt to
simplify form through her linocut studies
in London with pioneer printmaker, Claude
Flight, all of Black’s European influences
were combined in this modern response to
the Australian landscape.

Image (below) and
image detail (cover)
Dorrit Black, Australia,
1891–1951, The Bridge,
1930, Sydney, oil on
canvas on board, 60.0 x
81.0 cm; Bequest of the
artist 1951, Art Gallery of
South Australia, Adelaide.

Dorrit Black – The Bridge, 1930
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Early Years

Primary

Responding

Responding

What shapes can you see in this painting?
Which ones are repeated?

What new buildings have you seen built
in recent times? How was the process
documented? Did any artists capture
this process? Consider buildings you see
regularly, which buildings do you think
will still be standing in 100 years time
and why?

The Sydney Harbour Bridge is considered a
national icon – something we recognise as
Australian. What other Australian icons can
you name? What icons do you associate
with the city, town or suburb you live?
Why do you think Black painted the Sydney
Harbour Bridge? Find other artists who
have depicted the Sydney Harbour Bridge.

Making
Create a painting which captures a special
moment you have witnessed
or experienced.

Australian Curriculum:
Year 6 HAAS
Other than the completion of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge in 1932, what significant
changes did Australia experience in the
twentieth century? How did Australian
society change as a result?

Australian Curriculum:
Year 2 Science Inquiry Skills
Investigate the purpose and structure of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge. Find other
examples of bridge structures and identify
the different types. As a class discuss their
strength according to their shape, size and
material. In small groups, use a variety of
materials to construct a bridge. Before
testing the structures, make predictions
as to which bridge will sustain the most
weight. After testing, examine each
structure and discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of each design.
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Primary
Making
Create a soundscape to accompany
The Bridge. Research how the bridge was
made, the materials, tools and people
who were involved in its creation. Look
at archival photographs taken during
this period. What sounds might you have
heard? Consider how the sounds of this
construction site might have differed to
a contemporary one. Using materials
and objects found in the classroom,
record your own soundboard using the
application Keezy.
Black was a prolific printmaker who
enjoyed simplifying the subject in her
linoprints. Take a photograph of a busy
scene, perhaps people playing sport, or
waiting in a line, construction workers,
traffic etc.
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Simplify this scene by reducing your image
to a basic line drawing. Create a linoprint of
your scene using vibrant colour and
old lines.
Black’s first solo exhibition was in 1930
and included twenty-three oil paintings
and eight linocuts, of these works was
The Bridge. The exhibition demonstrated
a new approach to the painting of familiar
surroundings. As a class create an
exhibition which captures your familiar
surroundings. You could create a drawing
or lino print or a series of photographs.
TIP Look at photographic work by Alex
Frayne.

Image
Dorrit Black, Australia,
1891–1951, Music, 1927–28,
London or Paris, colour
linocut on paper, 24.1 x 21.2
cm (image); Elder Bequest
Fund 1976, Art Gallery of
South Australia, Adelaide.
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Secondary
Responding
What characteristics identify The Bridge as
a modern work of art?
Investigate the work of André Lhote’s
and Albert Gleizes and compare their
use of colour and composition to Black’s
paintings. In the 1940s Black returned to
Adelaide and would go on to teach other
South Australian artists such as Jeffrey
Smart. Analysing the works of art by
Smart, what features do you suggest were
influenced by Black’s style and technique.

Australian Curriculum:
Years 9 and 10 Design and Technology
Investigate the characteristics and
properties of materials used to create
the Sydney Harbour Bridge. Analyse the
relationship between materials and forces
in the construction of this engineered
system.

image
Jeffrey Smart, Australia,
1921–2013, Robe, 1947,
Adelaide, oil on plywood,
50.8 x 61.3 cm; A.R. & A.M.
Ragless Bequest Funds
1975, Art Gallery of South
Australia, Adelaide.

The Bridge captures the energy of work
in progress. Compare The Bridge to other
representations of the same or similar
subjects by Grace Cossington Smith, Max
Dupain and Harold Cazneaux. How do the
works of art by these artists capture the
energy of modern Australia?
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Secondary
Making
In the early twentieth century Cubist artists
challenged previous artistic styles and
went on to create the first style of abstract
art. With a new approach to painting
time and form, Cubist artists deviated
from a three-dimensional perspective
and instead painted their subject from
multiple perspectives. Cubism continues
to influence artists today. Investigate
new media artist Daniel Crooks or David
Hockney’s joiner photographs. Using these
artists as inspiration, create your own
cubist style painting, photograph or new
media work.
The colour linocut suited modernist values,
with the simplified forms, vibrant colour
and bold lines. Black received extensive
training from artist and printmaker Claude
Flight, who encouraged his students to
pursue the dynamic life of the twentieth
century. Other Australian artists would
later be trained by Flight, such as Ethel
Spowers (1890–1947) and Eveline Syme
(1888–1961). Select one work of art
by Black, Flight, Spowers and Syme.
Discuss how each artist has explored
notions of sound, speed and movement.
Create your own multiple coloured lino
print that captures the essence of your
contemporary life.
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Australian Curriculum:
Year 10 Mathematics
The Golden Mean is the ratio considered
most pleasing to the eye and therefore
is used by artists to create interesting
compositions. The Golden Mean (or golden
section) is a special number approximately
1.618 and appears regularly in living things,
art and architecture. Components of a
painting can sometimes be broken up
using the Golden Ratio. Using The Bridge,
The double basses and Wings identify how
Black has used the Golden Mean. Create
your painting using the Golden Mean as
your primary compositional device.
Learn more about the Golden Ratio
http://bit.ly/2ysGZ1o

Image
Dorrit Black, Australia,
1891–1951, The double
basses, c.1950, Magill,
Adelaide, oil on canvas,
61.0 x 40.5 cm; Purchased
1993, Art Gallery of South
Australia, Adelaide.
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Resources
Alex Frayne
http://bit.ly/2q67eWQ
Art Gallery of New South Wales:
Dorrit Black
http://bit.ly/2J8TrYf
Arts Review: How our art museums
finally opened their eyes to Australian
women artists
http://bit.ly/2R5vqDZ
Daniel Crooks: A Garden of Parallel Paths
https://vimeo.com/77878398
Sydney Morning Herald: Rescuing the
reputation of early Australian modernist
Dorrit Black
http://bit.ly/2CXWy58
Why the Golden Proportion really is golden
http://bit.ly/2yuqrpF

Videos
Australian Women Artists Between
the Wars
http://bit.ly/2PKh1Ni
Soundscape Application – Keezy
https://apple.co/2ysLB7v

Art Gallery of South Australia
Open daily 10am–5pm
North Terrace
Adelaide SA 5000
agsa.sa.gov.au

The Gallery’s Learning programs are supported by the Department for Education.
Information and hyperlinks correct at time of print. Art Gallery of South Australia staff
Kylie Neagle and Lisa Slade contributed to the development of this resource.
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